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FEBRUARY 22nd, 2021 – Industrial rock band PROJEKT F shared an official music video for their new synthwave single 
''NINE LIVES'' off their upcoming EP, '1987'. The track was described as ''the most personal lyrics I've ever written'' by 
Projekt F's bassist William Hicks. ''It was a very difficult, but cathartic experience to write and release that song'' he added. 
Directed and edited by William Hicks himself, the 80's inspired video is now streaming on PROJEKT F's YouTube 
Channel.

Their new single ''NINE LIVES'' is now streaming on all platforms.

(Single artwork by: Aleksandra Alekseeva)

Montreal-based industrial rock group, Projekt F, are well-known for their emotionally intense music and powerful stage 
theatrics. Founded in 2009, the band is comprised of lead singer and main composer Jonh M. Miller and bassist William 
Hicks.

Coined by one reviewer as “the heavy brother of Nine Inch Nails”, Projekt F has over the years evolved into a group that 
commands as much visual attention as it does musical. They have played to audiences in Canada and the United States, 
sharing the stage with internationally known artists such as Motionless in White, Combichrist, Dope, and many more. They 
have also played a variety of festivals in North America, including Kinetik Festival, Montreal Fetish Week-End, GothFest, 
among others.

Projekt F’s music has been played by radio stations around the world. To date they have released 1 album and 4 EPs, to 
numerous rave reviews. “Stunning”, “powerful”, and “brilliant” are just some of the many words that have been used to 
describe the music of Projekt F – a band with an all-consuming dedication to musical excellence and vivid live experiences.

Connect with PROJEKT F:
WEBSITE | FACEBOOK | INSTAGRAM | TWITTER | YOUTUBE

For PROJEKT F, contact:
Manager: Helene Arts

helene_arts@projektf.net
Projekt F

info@projektf.net
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